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The right to silence is the right what the criminal suspects and defendants have to 
keep silence or reject to answer in face of the inquest of prosecutors in the criminal 
proceeding. As a natural right and a right of free speech, the right to silence is a kind 
of exotic things without question. From the point of view of the evolution of the right 
to silence in the west countries under the rule of law, the traditions of legal culture and 
the merit concepts are permeated by this institution. Discuss on the merit of the right 
to silence in the criminal procedure law will be helpful for people to understand this 
institution, such as procedural justice or litigant efficiency. In order to establish the 
right to silence in our country, it is very important for us to consider that we should 
analyse comparatively on the factors which affect the establishment of the right to 
silence from three aspects as follow: the traditions of legal culture, the realistic legal 
conditions and the needs of judicial practice. We should establish the institution of the 
right to silence and perfect all the correlative safeguard systems to protect the legal 
rights of criminal suspects and defendants from infringement and perform furthest the 
functions of criminal procedure law which are to crack down criminal activities and 
safeguard human rights. 
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